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ABSTRACT A key skill for a journalist is the ability to assess the newsworthiness of an event or situation.
To this purpose journalists often rely on news angles, conceptual criteria that are used both i) to assess
whether something is newsworthy and also ii) to shape the structure of the resulting news item. As journalism
becomes increasingly computer-supported, and more and more sources of potentially newsworthy data
become available in real time, it makes sense to try and equip journalistic software tools with operational
versions of news angles, so that, when searching this vast data space, these tools can both identify effectively
the events most relevant to the target audience, and also link them to appropriate news angles. In this paper we
analyse the notion of news angle and, in particular, we i) introduce a formal framework and data schema for
representing news angles and related concepts and ii) carry out a preliminary analysis and characterization
of a number of commonly used news angles, both in terms of our formal model and also in terms of the
computational reasoning capabilities that are needed to apply them effectively to real-world scenarios. This
study provides a stepping stone towards our ultimate goal of realizing a solution capable of exploiting a
library of news angles to identify potentially newsworthy events in a large journalistic data space.
INDEX TERMS Computational journalism, data schema, knowledge representation, news angles, ontology,
reasoning components.
I. INTRODUCTION
A key skill for journalists is the ability to assess the newswor-
thiness of an event or situation. To this purpose, they typically
rely on news angles [1]–[4] conceptual criteria that are used
both to assess whether something is newsworthy and also to
shape the structure of the resulting news item. Examples of
common news angles in the journalistic literature include
’human interest’, the local or community angle, impact (e.g.,
public or economical), celebrity, ‘fall from grace’, and oth-
ers [3], [4]. Finding good angles on potentially newsworthy
events and situations is therefore an important journalistic
task, which needs to be better supported by journalistic soft-
ware tools and platforms. However, although news angles and
related concepts are well covered in the journalism literature
on a general level, there has been so far only limited com-
putational treatment of these notions, which has primarily
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Seifedine Kadry .
focused on the automatic identification of the related notion
of news values1 in journalistic content [5], [6]. In particular,
a comprehensive framework for representing and reasoning
with news angles is still missing.
As a stepping stone towards addressing this gap, in this
paper we analyse the notion of news angle from both a logical
and a computational perspective and, in particular, we provide
the following contributions: i) a formal framework andOWL2
data schema for representing news angles; and ii) a prelimi-
nary analysis and characterization of a number of commonly
used news angles, both in terms of our formal model and
also in terms of the computational reasoning capabilities that
are needed to apply them effectively to real-world scenarios.
1The notion of news value will be discussed in Section II, where we
introduce the concept of news angle and compare and contrast it with other
related concepts in the journalism literature.
2The Web Ontology Language (OWL) is a W3C standard for specifying
ontologies on the Semantic Web – https://www.w3.org/TR/2012/REC-owl2-
primer-20121211/.
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From a methodological point of view, our contribution com-
bines methods from ontology engineering [7] with an empiri-
cal approach, which focuses on identifying and analysing the
specific news angles identified in the journalism literature [8].
This work is part of a longer-term effort aimed at develop-
ing a knowledge graph and reasoning architecture to support
journalistic work. Our research group at the University of
Bergen collaborates with Wolftech AB and, in the context
of the joint News Angler project, we are developing News
Hunter [9], an architecture and a series of prototypes, which
aim to help news organisations to better harvest, organise
and leverage social media streams and other big-data sources
for journalistic purposes. A current central focus is to make
the News Hunter platform big-data ready and, in particular,
we aim to realise a solution that is capable of taking advan-
tage of computational representations of news angles, both
to identify potentially newsworthy events in large and live
knowledge bases, and also to present them to journalists in
terms of the conceptual models resulting from the application
of these news angles to the events in question.3 These con-
ceptual models (which we call fabulae [10] – see Section IV
for details) reflect the viewpoint introduced by the associated
news angle and highlight the relevant facts that can provide
the main building blocks of a novel news item.
The paper is organised as follows: Section II situates this
contribution in the context of the broader area of computa-
tional journalism and compares and contrasts the notion of
news angle with other relevant concepts in the literature. Sec-
tions III and IV introduce a characterization of news angles
based on formal logic and define the main entities in our
model. Section V discusses a number of news angles that can
be found in the journalistic practice, characterizing them both
in terms of our formal model and also in terms of the relevant
computational reasoning capabilities that are needed to apply
them to real-world scenarios. Section VI introduces an OWL
vocabulary for representing news angles, which can be used
to manage news angles in journalistic content management
systems. In Section VII we consider the integration of our
framework into concrete platforms to support journalistic
work, by i) outlining the journalistic tasks enabled by a formal
representation of news angles and then ii) providing a synthe-
sis of the computational methods, which are needed to tackle
the identified tasks. Finally, in Section VIII we summarise the
main contributions of this work and outline the next steps that
we plan to undertake in order to progress our research in this
area.
II. BACKGROUND
A. COMPUTATIONAL JOURNALISM
Computational journalism is described in [11] as ‘‘the
advanced application of computing, algorithms, and
3While this paper focuses on the automatic generation of news item
templates through the application of news angles, it is important to emphasise
that in practice, news items can also be produced as extensions or rebuttals
of earlier news items, or they can concern a specific person, organization,
or situation, regardless of whether any new event has actually taken place.
automation to the gathering, evaluation, composition, pre-
sentation, and distribution of news’’ (p. 180). Computational
journalism augments data journalism, with its long tradition
of using computers to acquire and analyse data for jour-
nalistic purposes, with a focus on computation and algo-
rithms. Accordingly, [12] defines computational journalism
as ‘‘information and knowledge production with, by, and
about algorithms that embrace journalistic values’’ (p. 27).
Compared to earlier uses of ICT to support journalism,
computational journalism is normally associated with one or
more of the following characteristics [11]:
• widespread use by all types of journalists;
• using computers beyond data acquisition and validation,
for example for news discovery, authoring, personaliza-
tion, and interactive news presentation;
• advanced data-driven computation, focusing on compu-
tation and software as driving tools for creating journal-
istic content;
• computational thinking, i.e., applying computer-science
concepts like abstraction, algorithm, decomposition, and
pattern recognition to understand and solve complex
problems.
Computational journalism can aim either to support jour-
nalists or to automate all or parts of news production. Exam-
ples of the latter include automated event detection [13],
automated content curation [14], and robot writing [15].
In contrast with these approaches, our work implements pri-
marily a view of computational journalism as away to support
journalists by relieving them frommuch of the low-level work
of collecting, checking, and organizing facts.
B. NEWS ANGLES
Already several decades ago, [1] observed that reporters rely
on ‘angles’ which ‘‘give the specific events new meaning’’
(p. 241), to which [8] added that ‘‘[a] predefined story ‘angle’
[. . . ] provides reporters a theme around which to build a
story’’ (p. 115), so that ‘‘facts are incorporated into sto-
ries rather than stories being based on facts’’ [16]. Hence,
as already pointed out earlier, for a journalist the news angle
serves a dual role: it offers i) a way to decide whether an event
is newsworthy and also ii) an outline for reporting it.
A closely related concept is that of news value. In [17]
the authors point out that news values can explain both
‘‘the apparent newsworthiness of an event or news actors
to uncover why a story has been selected’’ and also ‘‘the
organisational, cultural and economic factors that may also
influence news selection’’ (p. 1472). They provide a list
of 15 news values that a news story must generally satisfy to
be considered newsworthy, including values such as conflict,
surprise, the power elite, and celebrity.
Another related concept is that of news frames, which
provide ways of understanding an event or issue by virtue
of emphasizing some of its elements above others [18].
Frames are specific textual and visual elements - or ‘fram-
ing devices’ - that are essentially different from the other
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elements of a news story, which may be considered core
news facts [18]. Through framing, the news media is not
just amplifying issues, but also defining them for the pub-
lic and actually articulating points of view on them [19].
Examples of common news frames in the literature are
human impact, powerlessness, economics, moral values, and
conflict.
Although the literature on news angles, news frames, and
news values is contiguous and tightly interrelated, we con-
sider news angles to be concrete and structured patterns for
realising more abstract news values and ideological frames.
For example, [17] lists stories that concern the power elite,
‘‘powerful individuals, organisations, institutions or corpora-
tions’’ (p. 1482), as a news value, but such a value offers no
advice for how to structure stories about elites. Similarly, [18]
cites the powerlessness frame, which emphasises the ‘‘dom-
inance of forces over weak individuals or groups’’ (p. 56),
but again this characterization is not sufficient to enable news
reporting. In contrast, a news angle, such as nepotism [20],
offers a concrete narrational pattern, according to which a
powerful person who controls something of valuemakes that
value available to a relative. Hence the news angle can be
used not only to identify newsworthy events, but also to select
the central facts to report about the event, in a way that
fulfils both the power elite news value and the powerlessness
frame (from the perspective of the reader without powerful
relatives).
As different news organizations tend to emphasise dif-
ferent news values, it follows that a specific news angle
may be more or less relevant to a given news organiza-
tion, or that different news organizations may configure the
same type of news angle differently. For example, what
counts as ‘local interest’ would be considered differently
in national and regional newspapers, while news angles
to do with gossip and celebrities are likely to be much
more relevant to Hello! magazine than to the Christian Sci-
ence Monitor. In sum, while in general news angles can
be characterised independently of a particular news organi-
zation, in practice their application depends on the values
and priorities that are important for the news organization
in question.
C. COMPUTATIONAL ANALYSES OF NEWS ANGLES
To the best of our knowledge, news angles have not yet been
investigated in the research literature from a computational
perspective, with the notable exception of the aforemen-
tioned work on automatic news classification with respect
to news values [5], [6]. In the media industry, the IPTC’s
NewsML G2, EventsML G2, and rNews formats [21] and
the BBC ontologies (https://www.bbc.co.uk/ontologies) offer
standards for representing and exchanging news-related
information; however, none of them considers news angles.
There are also important ontologies for annotating infor-
mation items, such as Tag [22] and Meaning-of-a-Tag
(MoaT) [23], but, again, these do not consider news angles
either. The Linked Open Data (LOD) cloud [24] also offers
ontologies for representing events and for annotating infor-
mation, such as news items. Notable examples for represent-
ing events are the Event Ontology [25], the Simple Event
Model [26], and the Event and (Implied) Situation Ontol-
ogy [27] used in the News Reader project. As discussed in
Section III, the notion of Event is indeed a key building
block of our ontological model and in particular we will base
our representation of events on the aforementioned Simple
Event Model.
III. REPRESENTING NEWS ANGLES
Consistently with the earlier analysis, we consider a news
angle as a generic conceptual template that fulfils both a
classification and a design role. From a classification point
of view, a news angle provides a criterion that can be used
to decide whether an event, or set of events, is potentially
newsworthy and, if so, from which perspective [19]. From
a design point of view, a news angle defines a design tem-
plate providing a structure for how the event (or events) in
question can be reported. Here, we build on basic concepts
from literary theory [10] and, given a news report (the nar-
rative), we distinguish what is told (the fabula) from how
it is told (the discourse). In particular, we focus on how
news angles can be used to suggest what to tell about events
(fabulae), leaving out the potential influence of news angles
on the discourse. We also focus on news reports written
in terms of a single news angle, paying less attention to
how news reports may combine multiple fabulae suggested
by different news angles on the same event(s). To clarify
these concepts, let’s consider Tables 1 and 2, which list a
number of angles that can be applied to two rather different
sets of events, concerning a football match and a political
appointment.
As shown by the examples provided in the two tables,
the application of a news angle to a particular event typi-
cally relies on extensive additional knowledge about facts
and events concerning the actors involved in the event in
question. For instance, to apply the ‘Triumph over Adver-
sity’ news angle to the event in Table 2, which concerns the
appointment of Hassan Ali Khaire as Somali Prime Minister,
an intelligent system would need to have access to additional
information about Hassan Ali Khaire beyond his appointment
as PM, in particular his fleeing of the civil war in Somalia
in 1991.
We can minimally4 characterise a news angle, say N , as a
function that takes as input a set of events, and whose output
is a set of fabulae, which provide the abstract structures of
potentially newsworthy news items, generated by applying N
4We use the term ‘minimally’ to emphasise that this definition provides a
baseline specification of news angle, focusing on its essential role as a mech-
anism for classifying events and associating them to fabulae. In practice, spe-
cific news angles may introduce additional parameters and, indeed, we have
already pointed out that it is normal for news angles to be parametrised with
respect to different organizations, which may subscribe to different news
values.
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TABLE 1. News angles that may be applied to a football match.
TABLE 2. News angles that may be applied to an event concerning a
political appointment.
to the set of input events. Crucially, the event space on which
news angles are applied, is part of a larger knowledge base,
KB that, among other things, contain information about the
actors [26] involved in the events included in the event space.
To make these ideas more precise, we introduce the following
axioms5:
(KnowledgeBase KB) (1)
(EventSpace ES) (2)
(forall (?event-set ?event-space) (3)
(if (and (EventSpace ?event-space)
(member ?event-set ?event-space))
(and (Set ?event-set) (every ?event-set Event))))
(forall (?event-set) (4)
(if (and (member ?event-set ES)
(member ?event ?event-set))
(holds (Event ?event) KB)))
(forall (?event) (5)
(if (holds (Event ?event) KB)
(exists (?event-set)
(and (member ?event-set ES)
(member ?event ?event-set)))))
The above axioms introduce a knowledge base, KB, and a
space of events, ES. They also state that each element of an
event space is a set of events and that each event included in
this space is part of KB (def. 4). They also indicate that, for
each event included in KB, say E, there is at least one event
set in ES, of which E is a member. The statement (every Set
Type) is verified if every member of Set is of type Type, while
the statement (holds Statement KB) is verified if a logical
statement, Statement, is true in a knowledge base, KB.
Having introduced our knowledge base and event space,
we can then characterise a news angle as a function that takes
as input a set of events and generate a set of fabulae as output.
The axioms below define the notion of news angle and also
characterise a fabula space as a set of sets of fabulae. Finally,
the last axiom (def. 10) specifies that each fabula is associated
to a specific news angle – i.e., the one that generated the
fabula in question. The operator exists1 provides a syntactic
shortcut to state that only one news angle can be associated
to a specific instance of class Fabula.
(forall (?na) (if (NewsAngle ?na) (Function ?na))) (6)
(forall (?na) (if (NewsAngle ?na) (domain ?na EventSpace))) (7)
(forall (?na) (if (NewsAngle ?na) (range ?na FabulaSpace))) (8)
(forall (?fab-set ?fab-space) (9)
(if (and (FabulaSpace ?fab-space) (member ?fab-set ?fab-space))
(and (Set ?fab-set) (every ?fab-set Fabula))))
(forall (?fabula) (10)
(if (Fabula ?fabula)
(exists1 (?news-angle) (hasNewsAngle ?fabula ?news-angle))))
IV. MODELLING THE MAIN ENTITIES IN OUR DOMAIN
Figure 1 provides an overview of the main entities in our
model. As shown in the figure, in addition to the class
5In what follows, we use a notation based on the Common Logic (CL)
standard [28], to specify the key elements of ourmodel. However, for the sake
of readability and in contrast with CL, we prefix variables with a question
mark, to distinguish them from constants.
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FIGURE 1. Synoptic view of key classes and relations in our model.
NewsAngle, our formalisation also includes the notions of
news item and news report. The former refers to any poten-
tially newsworthy piece of information, including for instance
a tweet or a Facebook post, while the latter refers to a pub-
lished piece of news that instantiates a specific fabula, and
therefore reflects a specific news angle. The class News-
Source provides a generic term covering both traditional news
sources (e.g., the New York Times), as well as social media
(e.g., Twitter) and other information sources. All news items
(and therefore also all news reports) are indexed with respect
to a time point, i.e., are timestamped. In contrast with news
items, events have instead a temporal extent, i.e., are mapped
to an interval in time. Hence, our model makes use of the
key distinction between time points (i.e., instants) and time
intervals, which provides the basis of most time ontologies,
including the OWL Time Ontology [29], the one used by our
OWL data model for news angles, which will be presented
in Section VI. Our model also includes the notion of fabula,
whose instances are generated from the application of a news
angle to a set of events. Hence, an instance of the class Fabula
is characterised in terms of a news angle, a number of actors,
a place, and one or more events. For example, the application
of a proximity/local interest news angle, specialised for the
Norwegian context, to the event concerning the appointment
of Ali Khaire as Somali PM will produce an instance of class
Fabula linked to the news angle and event in question and also
related to a place, Norway, through a hasPlace relation.
In the model we build on the notion of event defined
in the Simple Event Model (SEM) [26], where an event is
characterised (among other things) in terms of the involved
actors, location, and time. It is important to emphasise that
an actor here can be almost anything, as events may concern
individuals, groups of people, organizations, animals, planets,
fictional entities, etc. The relation between events and actors
is mediated by actor components, which characterise both
the actors involved in the event in question and the role
they play in the event. For example, the event concerning
the appointment of Hassan Ali Khaire includes two actor
components, the first one characterizing President Farmajo
as the appointing agent and the second characterizing Hassan
Ali Khaire as the appointee agent. Clearly distinguishing
between these two roles is essential to enable the correct
application of the relevant news angles, such as the ‘Triumph
over adversity’ one, which, as a minimum, requires the identi-
fication of two events, one negative and one positive, concern-
ing the same actor. In this case, it is important to distinguish
between appointing agent and appointee, as normally a job
appointment is considered a positive event particularly for
the appointee. Hence, an engine looking for the application
of ‘Triumph over adversity’ has i) to identify the two events
concerning Hassan Ali Khaire, the earlier negative one to do
with his fleeing of the civil war in Somalia and the later pos-
itive one concerning his appointment as Prime Minister, and
ii) generate a fabula characterised in terms of the application
of the ‘Triumph over adversity’ news angle to these events
and actor.
Having now completed the definition of the essen-
tial building blocks of our model, we can proceed
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in the next section to analyse a number of news
angles.
V. COMMON NEWS ANGLES
Several researchers, such as [8], have listed common news
angles used by journalists. Additional lists have been pro-
vided by practitioners [3], [4]. This section discusses a
number of widely used news angles and illustrates how
they can be characterised in term of our framework.
Here we also outline the relevant reasoning capabilities
that are needed to apply them effectively to real-world
scenarios.
A. LOCAL INTEREST/PROXIMITY
This news angle emphasises that, as emphasised in [8],
‘‘events that happen near are considered more newsworthy.
Local events usually have more effect than distant ones.
Local media seek local angles in national stories so as to
better interest the audience’’ (p. 106). [4] mentions the local
angle, which ‘‘describes how the local community or econ-
omy will be affected’’, and distinguishes it from proximity,
which ‘‘relates a particular story (often warnings or advice)
to a specific region [. . . ]’’. [3] explains a local element as
‘‘most news organizations cover specific geographic ranges’’.
Indeed, as pointed out in Section II, both news angles in
general and the Local Interest news angle in particular, are
parametrised with respect to a particular organization. For
example, an Iowa newspaper may report on a local charity
event but is unlikely to report on a new condo develop-
ment in Florida (unless, for example, a well-known Iowa
entrepreneur is the development’s lead investor). However,
a national newspaper in the US may report on the Florida’s
condo development, for instance if a nationally important
figure is associated with the development, or if this is sig-
nificant enough from an economic or architectural point
of view.
Hence, we can represent this news angle as a function
that takes as input a set of events, a geographical loca-
tion, and a news organization. The function identifies all
events, which are relevant to the given geographical location
and news organization, and then generates a set of fabulae
using the relevant events and associated information (e.g.,
actors). For the sake of simplicity, we omit here the gen-
eration of the fabula, which tends to be pretty much the
same for all news angles and we just focus our discus-
sion on the task of identifying the events relevant to the
news angle. In the case of the Local Interest news angle,
this can be achieved by means of the following lambda
expression6:
(lambda (?event-set ?place ?org) (11)
(setofall (?event)
(and (member ?event ?event-set)
(eventOfLocalInterest ?event ?place ?org)))
6Having characterised news angles as functions, in this section we use
lambda expressions (i.e., anonymous functions) to represent them.
We can then partially define the relation eventOfLocalInterest
by means of the following axiom:
(forall (?event ?place ?org) (12)
(if (and (Event ?event)
(or (hasPlace ?event ?place)
(and (hasPlace ?event ?place2)
(within ?place2 ?place))
(and (hasPlace ?event ?place2)
(or (locallyRelevantNearbyPlace
?place2 ?place ?event ?org)
(locallyRelevantRemotePlace
?place2 ?place ?event ?org)))))
(eventOfLocalInterest ?event ?place ?org)))
Here we assume that our knowledge base is able
to reason about the within geospatial relation which
specifies that a geographical location is a feature par-
ent (https://www.geonames.org/about.html) of another one.
Hence, the simple cases, where the event takes place in the
area of interest (?place), or in a location (?place2) within the
place of interest, can be easily accounted for.
Much more difficult is to handle the cases where the event
takes place in a location which is neither the same nor within
the default place of interest. As discussed earlier, in general,
whether an event is locally relevant depends not just on geog-
raphy but also on the event in question and the news values
of the news organization. For these reasons it is not possible
to give a complete definition of the relations locallyRelevant-
NearbyPlace and locallyRelevantRemotePlace and we limit
ourselves to make some remarks about the heuristics that
can be used to define whether an event is relevant to an
organization who is connected to a particular geographical
area.
In general, any important enough event, which would nor-
mally satisfy other news angles, would be ‘locally relevant’ to
a national newspaper. In this case, journalists may stretch the
definition of ‘local’ to include neighbouring countries, if the
event is important enough. For instance, in the case of the
crash of an Ukrainian plane in Iran, Norwegian newspapers
emphasised the presence of Swedish nationals among the
victims, as these provided the best local angle available.
Analogously, in a hypothetical scenario of a major incident in
a foreign base in Antarctica, which happens to be located near
the Norwegian base, the local angle would simply be given by
the proximity between the two bases, even though Antarctica
is situated about 13,000 km from Norway! Generalising from
these examples, we can say that in general an event may
be of local interest with respect to a place, say p, either if
it is near enough (and important enough), or if it involves
local actors. While the definition of ‘local’ may be greatly
expanded depending on the event in question, we can say
that while local actors normally include all actors that live,
work or were born near p, the set can be extended (for
example) to include recursively all actors which have been
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involved in an event which is of local interest with respect
to p.
It is important to emphasise that the above definitions only
capture explicit geographical connections between events and
places. This type of local connection can be generalised
by means of a human proximity news angle, which can be
applied by relating ‘‘a group or organization to an existing
news event, usually describing how it’s being affected by
a previous announcement or occurrence’’ [4]. In this case,
the proximity could be social, cultural, or economic, rather
than geographical.
B. HUMAN INTEREST
A large group of news angles includes a number of ways in
which an event or situation can invoke human interest from
the audience. Explanations of human interest in the literature
include: ‘‘people are interested in lots of things that don’t
have any direct effect on their lives: celebrities, political gos-
sip, and human dramas. Stories with a human element elicit
this kind of interest. That’s why television news, in particular,
illustrates issues through the people affected’’ [8]. According
to [4], human interest ‘‘relates the story to social issues or
discusses a person in an emotional way, as to generate interest
or empathy in the reader’’. We will here show models of
the celebrity news angle and a more specific ‘Triumph over
adversity’ news angle.
1) TRIUMPH OVER ADVERSITY
A particular type of human interest stories focus on highly
dramatic trajectories, such a major disaster befalling a very
successful person or, vice versa, success following major
difficulties and struggles. Table 1 and 2 provide examples
of these two types of trajectories, which correspond to the
news angles labelled as ‘Triumph over adversity’ and ‘Fall
from grace’. In what follows we will focus on the repre-
sentation of ‘Triumph over adversity’, as the other news
angle can simply be represented as its opposite. This news
angle can be modelled by means of the following lambda
expression:
(lambda (?event-set) (13)
(setofall (?earlier-event ?later-event ?actor)
(and (member ?earlier-event ?event-set)
(member ?later-event ?event-set)
(not (= ?earlier-event ?later-event))
(hasActor ?earlier-event ?actor)
(hasActor ?later-event ?actor)
(eventPrecedes ?earlier-event ?later-event)
(eventPolarityForActor
?earlier-event ?actor "negative")
(eventPolarityForActor
?later-event ?actor "positive")))
This definition identifies all the triples <?earlier-event,
?later-event, ?actor>, where a negative event for a specific
actor is temporally followed by a positive event for the actor
in question.7 Needless to say, this is a rather weak definition,
as a sequence [negative event, positive event] does not nec-
essarily fulfil the criteria for a ‘Triumph over adversity’.
More sophisticated definitions can therefore be considered.
For example, we could require a sequence of events, where
intermediate events are the explaining force of development
from adversity to triumph, such intermediate events being
essential to the suggested fabula. In addition, we could also
try to assess the magnitude of the events in question and limit
the application of the news angle only to events that are highly
significant (in a positive or negative way) for the actor in
question.
2) CELEBRITY
As pointed out in [17], the celebrity angle is frequently used
in both the popular press and quality newspapers, provid-
ing ‘‘Stories concerning people who are already famous’’
(p. 1471). Its definition is quite simple compared to some of
the others:
(lambda (?event-set ?place) (14)
(setofall (?event ?actor)
(and (member ?event ?event-set)
(hasActor ?event ?actor)
(celebrity ?actor ?place))))
The last predicate checks if ?actor is a celebrity in a
particular geographic context. This is because what consti-
tutes a celebrity is highly context dependent, and in par-
ticular, celebrities tend to cover a specific geographical
span. For example, the opening of a charity for youth with
problems in Milton Keynes was attended by a renowned
English footballer, Dele Alli, who is originally from Milton
Keynes. The local newspaper journalist used the celebrity
angle on the charity opening by focusing on Dele Alli
in the title and in the first paragraph of the report.8
The local connection, combined with international fame,
makes Dele Alli a particularly important celebrity in Mil-
ton Keynes, enabling the use of the celebrity angle on
this event.
Recognizing the celebrity news angle implies identifying
people known from an existing background corpus [5] – for
example, Wikidata or DBpedia, and linking them to relevant
professions such as politician or actor. While this task is
reasonably easy to perform using tools such as DBpedia Spot-
light [30], more difficult is to assess the geographical scope
of a celebrity. Here various heuristics may need to be defined
– e.g., one such heuristic could involve assessing the level of
fame of a celebrity in a particular field and then assessing the
importance of the field in question in different parts of the
7Here it is important to emphasise that events are not necessar-
ily positive or negative per se, but only in relation to a specific
actor.
8https://www.miltonkeynes.co.uk/news/crime/dele-alli-pitches-steer-
youths-away-knife-crime-milton-keynes-980039.
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world. Such a heuristic, for example, would make it possible
to compare the degree of fame of a top international cricketer
and a top international football player in different countries,
depending on the importance of cricket and football in the
countries in question. Other heuristics could be based on sta-
tistical analyses – e.g., identifying mentions of the celebrity
in question in the media coverage local to a particular
geographic area.
C. CONFLICT
A conflict occurs when there are different accounts of or
opinions about an event or situation. Here are some descrip-
tions of conflict (or controversy) angles in the literature:
‘‘Why are we so interested in controversy? It signals con-
flict and alerts us to important issues. Conflict is inher-
ently more interesting than harmony. Maybe we assume
that most of the time things are harmonious, but when they
aren’t we want to know about it’’ [8]; ‘‘It explains a con-
troversy often with opposing viewpoints and positions’’ [4];
and ‘‘Reporters are professional storytellers, and good sto-
ries contain conflict. If you disagree with a competitor’s
approach, you’re more likely to receive coverage than if
you agree’’ [3].
A subtype of conflict is ‘David versus Goliath’:
‘‘Many stories have a ’big guy’ and a ’little guy.’
Because journalists often view themselves as the protec-
tors of the exploited, the little guy usually receives more
sympathetic coverage’’ [3]. The ‘David versus Goliath’
angle adds human interest by invoking emotions in the
audience.
As mentioned, a conflict news angle is often about con-
flicting opinions about a matter, e.g., opinions drawn from
politicians belonging to different parties, or between politi-
cians and activists. An example is the opening of the Nor-
wegian oil field Johan Sverdrup in the North Sea. Greta
Thunberg, famous international climate activist, and now
a celebrity, argued that Norway should not do this due to
the climate crisis, whereas the Norwegian energy minister,
Sylvi Listhaug, argued that the opening is a good thing,
since the oil field has record low emissions from the pro-
duction itself, and the world is in need of oil anyhow. Note
that the applicability of the conflict angle is often depen-
dent on the status and relevance of the conflicting actors
to the event. This may for example be a result of politi-
cal power or, as in this case, of international fame through
activism. It is also important to emphasise that there is
no requirement that the actors are directly involved in the
event in question, they can just express themselves, for
instance, in a media interview or in a social media post.
Such expressions will for consistency be considered events
themselves, of type Opinion-event, a class which brings
together a source, an opinion, and the event about which the
opinion is given. The definition below illustrates the level
of complexity that a Conflict news angle may have. A news
angle may relate to several events involving many actors
and other entities, and qualities about actors and entities in
general.
(lambda (?event-set) (15)
(setofall (?event ?opinion-event1 ?opinion-event2)
(and (member ?event ?event-set)
(member ?opinion-event1 ?event-set)
(member ?opinion-event2 ?event-set)
(OpinionEvent ?opinion-event1)
(OpinionEvent ?opinion-event2)
(concernsEvent ?opinion-event1 ?event)
(concernsEvent ?opinion-event2 ?event)
(hasActor ?opinion-event1 ?actor1)
(hasActor ?opinion-event2 ?actor2)
(not (= ?actor1 ?actor2))
(hasOpinion ?opinion-event1 ?opinion1)
(hasOpinion ?opinion-event2 ?opinion2)
(hasOpinionRelevance ?event ?actor1)
(hasOpinionRelevance ?event ?actor2)
(isConflicting ?opinion1 ?opinion2))))
As it is the case with many news angles, natural language
analysis is essential for this kind of reasoning, to identify,
extract and compare different opinions on the same event.
In particular, recent studies suggest that the use of linguis-
tic patterns provides better results compared to sentiment
analysis in the context of mining opinions from text [31].
In addition, we can also use background sources, such as
Wikipedia or Wikidata, to try and determine the relation
between an actor and an event, to assess his/her relevance to
the issue in question.
D. THE UNUSUAL
Unusual events or situations can be newsworthy in them-
selves. [8] explains that the unusual ‘‘also interests us.
We assume that the events of one day will be pretty much
like the next, and the unusual is the exception to that rule’’
(p. 106). [3] emphasises that ‘‘stories with unexpected hooks
are reporters’ candy. If your study discovers that fried foods
have previously undiscovered health benefits, you can bet
the media will lavish you with coverage’’. He also describes
two special cases: extremes or superlatives — ‘‘Reporters
love extremes or superlatives: the first, last, best, worst,
biggest, smallest. If your story contains one, highlight it to
make your story more newsworthy’’; and milestones— ‘‘the
seven billionth baby on Earth’ was newsworthy, but ’the
baby born just before seven billion and the one after were
not newsworthy.’ Some anniversaries are inconsequential —
few journalists care that your business just celebrated its
35th anniversary — but others, such as Sept. 11th, will be
noteworthy for decades to come’’.
A surprising event that can be generalised occurred when
Milton Keynes Council refurbished their offices.9 This had a
9https://www.miltonkeynes.co.uk/news/politics/council/green-council-
puts-moss-walls-inside-its-milton-keynes-hq-part-ps315000-office-
refurbishment-1360300.
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large cost, and a journalist had a story about a conflict about
the use of public money for the refurbishment. However, this
was not enough to catch the reader’s interest, so the journalist
focused on the use of preserved moss as the material for a
large wall decoration. It makes sense to represent this story
with the help of several events, the refurbishment as one
event, the two interviews with opposing politicians as two
events, and the decoration as a sub-event of the refurbishment.
Very often it is not a larger event that is surprising in itself,
rather it has some sub-events that have surprising properties.
Here the moss decoration sub-event is the surprising element
of the story. A definition of a surprise news angle, which
focuses on the surprising sub-events associated with a larger
event, is given below.
(lambda (?event-set) (16)
(setofall (?event ?surprising-event)
(and (member ?event ?event-set)
(member ?surprising-event ?event-set)
(hasSubEvent ?event ?surprising-event)
(hasSurprisingElements ?surprising-event))))
In this case, we will need to check whether an event has
surprising elements, i.e., actors, places, or other elements to
it. This is a very general concept, hardly possible to model in
a formal way. Instead we will need to do this by comparing
events to other events with a similar context in a large event
data base, to see if the combined elements of the poten-
tial ?surprising-event are not found there. Alternatively, one
could use statistical search in stories found on the web – e.g.,
in [5] Wikipedia is used as background corpus, to check if
combinations of elements are rare or non-occurring, like the
‘‘moss as decoration’’ element in our story.
E. IMPACT AND OTHER NEWS ANGLES
In addition to the news angles already discussed, there are a
number of other news angles mentioned in Tables 1 and 2.
We will not in this paper suggest models for these, but briefly
discuss aspects of these news angles.
Arguably, the most important of these is what the lit-
erature describes as the impact angle. Reference [4] calls
it disaster, which ‘‘describes the impact of negative situ-
ations (and usually either what brought them about, how
it’s affecting the new subject, or what’s being done about
it)’’. Reference [3] describes an incident as ‘‘anything that
goes wrong has the potential to become newsworthy, such
as an industrial explosion, car crash or school shooting’’.
Reference [8] instead uses the term prominence, which is ‘‘the
importance of a story is measured in its impact: how many
lives it affects. Fatalities are more important than property
damage’’ (p. 106). Notice that all these authors focus on
what we may call negative events or situations, focusing
on the event itself, the things that are negatively affected,
how they are affected, and perhaps quantitative measures of
the effect. Impact will have many subcategories, including
human impacts (loss of life, physical injuries, and mental
distress), damage to infrastructure (disruption to traffic),
damage to property (broken cars), and environmental impact
(oil spills, nuclear meltdown). Data sources for impact news
angles may be very varied as they may include open public
data, social media data, news reports. In order to estimate
magnitude, information extraction engines are needed to
identify numbers in the data, while sentiment analysis can
be used to identify events that are particularly negative for
specific actors, including large populations. For news value
the impact has to be significant in size, and it also has to relate
to other news angles, e.g., human interest and local interest.
Other news angles mentioned in the literature include:
• Influence: An influence event is newsworthy to the
extent that it marks or shifts some well-known per-
son’s power or fame. Reference 8] calls it impor-
tance, ‘‘actions of the powerful are newsworthy, because
what the powerful do affects the general public’’
(p. 106). Such effects are found when uncovering scan-
dals, hypocrisy, incompetence, and repeated negative
behaviour.
• Recency: These are angles that relate to the timeliness
of an event [8]. News are almost always about recent
events, however, they may also have the property of
being related to some upcoming event or situation, like
the start of a holiday period, or expected traffic problems
due to upcoming weather situations. New developments
connected to a newsworthy event may have news value,
so the new development itself may itself be the news
angle.
• Actionability: This news angle groups together action-
ability, warnings and advice, explaining that ‘‘timely
events are [. . . ] more likely to require action’’. Refer-
ence [3] mentions clickability, telling about how a report
or a social media post is ‘‘going viral’’.
VI. OWL FORMALIZATION
In the previous sections we have introduced the key compo-
nents of ourmodel, using CommonLogic to define our formal
framework and to provide initial definitions for a number
of news angles. Here, we introduce an OWL Vocabulary,
the News Angle Ontology (NAO), which provides a linked
data model [24] for generating knowledge bases that are
interoperable with our framework. Hence, the purpose of this
OWL model is to provide a concrete resource enabling the
exchange of information about news angles by different appli-
cations. NAO is published following the Linked Data prin-
ciples and uses the namespace http://purl.org/news/angles/,
which also provides the Web address of the ontology
document.
As the structure of our OWL ontology closely follows the
model already presented in Sections III and IV, we don’t
need here to describe it in detail, and therefore we will limit
ourselves to highlighting the key decisions associated with
the realization of the model in OWL. As shown in Figure 2,
two classes specify the high-level notions that are necessary
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FIGURE 2. The News Angle Ontology in OWL.
for our model: nao:Function, which is needed to model
news angles and nao:Set, which is needed to model
different types of sets, including event and fabula spaces.
Set membership is represented by means of the property
nao:hasMember.
As already discussed in Section IV, a news report
(nao:NewsReport) is a particular type of news item
(nao:NewsItem), edited with respect to a particular jour-
nalistic viewpoint. In our ontology, news reports can have one
(or more) nao:Fabula, each of them linked to a news angle
by means of the property nao:hasNewsAngle.
NAO reuses concepts from three well-known Linked Data
ontologies: Simple Event Model (prefix sem:), GeoN-
ames (prefix gn:), and the W3C Time Ontology (pre-
fix time:) for the representation of events, places, and
temporal entities respectively. The alignment with these
ontologies is performed either by using an OWL equiv-
alence assertion (owl:equivalentClass) or a SKOS
close match annotation property (skos:closeMatch).
In particular, the ontology defines class nao:Event as
equivalent to sem:Event and the class nao:TimePoint
as equivalent to time:Instant. The ontology also aligns
the three classes required for representing agents and
roles using the skos:closeMatch annotation prop-
erty: nao:ActorComponent is aligned to sem:Role,
nao:Actor is aligned to sem:Actor, and nao:
ActorRole is aligned to sem:Role.
The time:hasTime predicate associates time expres-
sions to both events (with range defined as time:
Interval) and news items (these are published at a
nao:TimePoint). In the latter case, for the sake of read-
ability, we specialisetime:hasTimewithnao:hasTime
OfPublication.
Finally, nao:Place is aligned with gn:Feature,
a general class in the GeoNames ontology, which rep-
resents references to physical locations. By reusing con-
cepts from SEM, GN, and Time, NAO supports a rich
representation of events, time expressions, and places,
while maximising interoperability with many existing
ontologies.
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VII. DISCUSSION
In this section, we discuss computational news angles from
two complementary perspectives. First, we discuss the jour-
nalistic tasks enabled by a formal representation of news
angles. This overview helps us to identify the requirements
that a human-support system should satisfy at the knowledge
level [32]. Later, these requirements will be discussed in the
context of a knowledge engineering agenda.
A. SUPPORTING JOURNALISTIC COMPETENCE WITH
COMPUTATIONAL NEWS ANGLES
1) AUTOMATIC FRAMING OF NEWSWORTHY EVENTS
The primary use of news angles is to support the identi-
fication of newsworthy events in a vast knowledge base,
which includes several other key ingredients, such as location,
participating entities, and their roles. Here we also assume
that these are produced automatically, by mining a variety
of sources, including both social media and traditional news
agencies.10 Within the proposed framework, newsworthiness
assessment is therefore supported through the identification
of potential news angles, which match a set of events in the
knowledge base. Specifically, the envisaged system would
aim to assess to what extent a set of events can instantiate
the conceptual structure (i.e., the fabula) defined by one of
the news angles in our library.
2) REPORT CLASSIFICATION AND THEMATIC ANALYSIS
Another core task is the identification and retrieval of news
angles from reports and, by derivation, the classification of
reports according to the adopted angles. This task can be seen
as the inverse of the previous one and relates to the detection
of news angles within a news report. Following our model,
this would require the identification of a fabula in a news
report, which corresponds to a relevant news angle. Clearly,
a news report may be composed of multiple fabulae, gen-
erated from multiple news angles. Classifying news reports
by news angles may enable some interesting analyses, for
example comparing and contrasting the use of different news
angles in different media sources, in the context of reporting
on the same event, as well as identifying recurrent themes
linked to the editorial agendas of different media outlets.
3) NEWS ANGLE TRANSFORMATION
By deconstructing the components of news items, news
angles help discriminating the factual from the rhetorical
content. As such, an AI system could use news angles to rec-
ommend the reframing of a news report. Such a systemwould
first identify and extract the events included in the report.
Then, the event data would be augmented from other sources
– for example, details extracted from other news reports. Hav-
ing done this, the task becomes one of determining whether
news angles included in the library can be applied to the
10In the News Angler project, we also carry out a number of other
entity extraction tasks from news sources, in addition to event extraction,
to generate a comprehensive knowledge graph of news-relevant entities.
newly generated set of events, to produce fabulae that are
different from the one structuring the report in question. As a
result, it becomes possible to assess the event newsworthiness
with ‘fresh eyes’ and consider the application of alternative
news angles.
B. A KNOWLEDGE ENGINEERING AGENDA
The analysis carried out in Section V allows us to extract the
computational requirements that a news angle aware journal-
istic platform should cover and to sketch the basis for a library
of methods to be developed to tackle the tasks discussed in the
previous section.
1) EVENT EXTRACTION
A structured database of events is a critical resource for
computational news angles. In loosely structured knowl-
edge bases, or unstructured sources, such as textual corpora,
the application of NLP plays a crucial role. The notion
of event is typically characterised by a key verb, which
establishes the connection between the involved agents and
additional entities, such as people, places, and instruments
involved [33], [34]. Event retrieval and extraction is exten-
sively studied in domains such as Biomedicine [35], Finance
and Politics [36], Science [37], and the Humanities [38].
Data-driven approaches to event extraction usually involve
statistical reasoning or probabilistic methods [33]. In con-
trast, knowledge-based methods are generally top-down
and based on pre-defined templates – for example, lexico-
semantic [36] or graph patterns. These approaches can be
combined, in particular by using machine learning methods
to learn such patterns [39]. Typically, the same event can be
expressed differently in the sources. To overcome this prob-
lem, one can build a dictionary of variants from a core verb
and combine this with hints derived from external knowledge
about the entities involved, such as, DBpedia – this is the
approach developed in [40]. In addition, the various linguistic
variants of the core verb also need to be harmonised, linking
to authoritative vocabularies. For example, the core verb can
be linked to a reference knowledge base of verbs, relying
on resources such as VerbNet [41]. Through this mechanism,
we can link events such as Resign and Abdicate to the unique
general concept Quitting (in VerbNet). In the News Angler
project, we aim to use information extraction techniques to
annotate potentially news-related text items semantically and
lift them into an evolving knowledge graph of events and
related entities. Named Entity Recognition (NER) can be
applied to characterise the various entities participating in
the event, such as, agents (persons, organizations), locations
(places, cities, nations), and time expressions.
2) NEWS ANGLES AND REASONING CAPABILITIES
Event extraction and modelling is only a prerequisite for rea-
soning with computational news angles. Table 3 summarises
the news angles surveyed in this article and the relevant
reasoning capabilities that may be needed to enable their
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TABLE 3. Summary of news angles and associated capabilities.
effective application in the context of the envisaged compu-
tational journalism support.
Local interest requires reasoning on geo-spatial coordi-
nates and boundaries in order to assess the relevance of an
event to the location of the target audience. Notably, this
applies to national or local newspapers but also to media on
the Web, where the locality of an event may depend on the
user’s location or interest. Identifying named entities, such
as, halls, schools, restaurants, cities or names of geographi-
cal points of interests is a necessary step for linking events
and stories to well-formed geospatial coordinates. Reasoning
with coordinates and distances is of paramount importance
for the classification of events of local interest, where rele-
vance is based on physical proximity. However, as discussed
in Section V, local interest could be derived from qualities
other than physical location – for example, by reasoning on
events relevant to an organisation that belongs to a coun-
try (inclusion), or a product that was invented by a local
entrepreneur and that is now produced in China. Clearly,
many semantic relations can be reasoned upon in a spatial
way. The need for developing spatial representations that are
not quantitative (based on measures of distances) is com-
mon to many fields of artificial intelligence (AI), from robot
navigation to visual intelligence and natural language under-
standing [42]. A qualitative spatial reasoner (QSR) could be
applied to reason about notions such as inclusion, adjacency,
and overlapping of boundaries [43], enabling associations
between elements of the news, which are not typically con-
sidered spatially.
Triumph over adversity implies first of all the recognition
of two events in which a person participated with opposing
fortunes. Having done this, the system needs then to reason
about temporal features in a qualitative way (in terms of
precedency and succession) and compare the roles of the
entity and the nature of the events in terms of positive or
negative. Classifying the polarity of an actor in a situation can
be seen as a specific form of sentiment analysis. Literature
on sentiment analysis focuses on recognizing the sentiment
associated to a phrase or paragraphwith the aim of classifying
people’s opinions, sentiments, evaluations, and attitudes [44].
More specifically, the application of sentiment analysis to the
news domain typically focuses on classifying the good or
bad sentiment of the article towards the target [45]. In our
case, we are interested in the fortune or misfortune of a
subject of interest, which is rather different from evaluating
the sentiment of a text, which is clearly derived from the
expression of the content, not from the facts behind the
content expressed. This seems to be a novel application area
for sentiment analysis, aiming at developing a form of event-
actor polarity reasoner.
As already mentioned in Section V, detecting a Celebrity
may require a mix of methods, combining the use of back-
ground knowledge with a mix of named entity recogni-
tion and statistical analysis of geographically scoped news
sources, to assess the celebrity status of an individual in a
particular geographical location.
Classifying a news report from the point of view of the
Conflict news angle requires instead a form of polarity detec-
tion, similar to the one discussed for Triumph over adversity.
However, in the case of Conflict, one single event is shared by
two entities with different roles (persons or organisations) and
opposing polarity (opinion, sentiment, or attitude). Conflicts
can also be implicit and derive from opposing opinions – for
example, conflicting declarations of intent by opposing polit-
ical parties. Recognizing, classifying, and linking opinions
to entities is therefore crucial. However, current literature on
opinion mining is more concerned with extracting opinions
from natural language, rather than reasoning on a formal
representation of events and actors. This opens up another
interesting challenge.
Detecting the Unusual is an interesting case of a fuzzy
classification task [46]. There can be several contextual rea-
sons for events to be unusual. Here, the ability to analyse
a very large corpus of events is crucial to detect rare situ-
ations [5]. More ambitiously, access to large scale domain
and common-sense knowledge bases [47] could also help to
identify automatically situations which are unusual.
Reasoning on Impact is a difficult problem that deals with
identifying actions and targets (a NER task) but also the
presence of a measure of effect of the action, for example,
by means of quantitative qualifiers (‘‘more than 300 dead
in plane crash’’). Relevant literature includes research on
identifying violent or disaster events in the media by relying
on language analysis [48], and also identifying and reasoning
on qualitative expressions of quantities, which is an emerging
research area in computer science [49].
Other news angles may require different capabilities. The
Influence news angle relates to a change of state of a notable
person. This angle combines the Celebrity concept with an
association with two roles, which do not necessarily have
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different polarities (and therefore do not instantiate a Triumph
through adversity or Fall from grace news angles). Reasoning
on Influence requires linking two or more events shared by
a subject and reasoning on the similarities and differences.
Similarly, determining the Recency of an event can be seen
as an obvious task. However, some facts may be relevant in
relation to specific events in the calendar of a country or
local community. Background knowledge, such as Wikidata
or DBpedia, could be of use here to determine how recurrent
events within a community (Local interest) could be associ-
ated with the event under consideration.
To conclude, this discussion emphasises that computa-
tional news angles, although sharing the same conceptual
schema, can be very different in nature and require different
computational capabilities. This characteristic of news angles
of being an open domain makes it crucial to have a com-
mon ontological definition, enabling systems (and humans)
to define and exchange these knowledge objects within a
common, well-defined, conceptualization.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have reported on the initial outputs of our
work on reasoning with news angles, which include a logical
framework and anOWLdatamodel to support the use of news
angles in computational journalistic platforms. Our frame-
work formally introduces news angles and related concepts
and provides a data schema to support the generation of inter-
operable knowledge bases. In addition, we have also carried
out a preliminary analysis and characterization of a number
of commonly used news angles, in particular highlighting
the key computational challenges that need to be tackled to
ensure their effective application to real-world scenarios. The
work presented here provides the basis for an architecture that
is currently under development, which aims to support a num-
ber of the key tasks discussed here, including event extraction,
effective modelling and implementation of a number of news
angles, and their automatic application to live news feeds.
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